“New to Braughler” Reprint Process
The first time a book that was originally printed by another publisher is printed by Braughler Books,
all of the files complete a standard verification and update process. Book printing processes,
technology and requirements are different for each printer. As such, your files will need tweaking to work well
with Braughler Book’s printers)We have specific ways of getting the work done to improve quality.
The first time around, calling in a “simple reprint order for 150 more books” can take 7-10 days for file
verification and updating, adding in any changes you might want, and only then will the files go to press.
Reprint Production Time
Production time varies, depending on the characteristics of your book, and the printer. Typically, it’s three
weeks for paperback / soft cover books. Hard cover books take an additional week to two weeks, again
depending on the characteristics of your book and the printer’s current production load.
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Book Files Verification

Author Revisions/Updates

• We review the file integrity and types to
make ensure we have the correct files
and can open and edit them, if needed.
• We double check for file completeness.
Has the publisher provided all of the
files required to print the entire book?

• Do you, the author, have any updates that
you need or would like to make? It’s the
perfect time to do so, as we are already
working on the files.
• Discuss all revisions with your Publishing
Advisor to determine cost and additional time.

Update & Convert Book Files
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We may need to…
•
•

Update technical and printer specifications of the files so they print correctly. Different printers
have different technical requirements for their processes.
Adjust the front and back cover, and spine, if needed, taking additional time.

Update Publisher References & Logo
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We may need to update…
•
•

The inside copyright page so it reflects your new publisher Braughler Books. It will read
“Published by Braughler Books LLC” with “braughlerbooks.com” right below it.
The publisher’s logo on the inside or outside of your book. We also update the ISBN, barcode
and of course update the reprint date as needed.

Delivery/Shipping
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•

•

Your publishing advisor will call you as soon as your books are ready for delivery or shipping! We
take personal pride in every book we publish for our authors, and tend to be just as excited as
you to get them in your hands.
Remember that the last thing you need to do once you hear that they're ready is to have the final
balance on your invoice ready. Final payment is due before the books are shipped or at the time
of delivery.

You have a story. Let Braughler Books help you tell it.
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